21,796 Faculty and Staff
12,000 Graduate and Clinical Doctorates
More than 9.1 million printed volumes
55,000 serial titles
Wisconsin Shared Print Partnerships

- Committee on Institutional Cooperation (CIC) Shared Print Repository
- Iowa/Iowa State/UW-Madison Distributed Print Repository
- CRL JSTOR Archive
Prepare for Shared Print – Behind the Scenes

• Space Planning and Shelving Group
• Campus Collection Plan
• Print Management Strategy with two guiding principles
  1. Increase reliance on electronic resources and licensing strategies that ensure perpetual access to titles held electronically; and,
  2. Increase participation in shared print repositories that are managed in cooperation with trusted, peer research libraries in North America.
• Study of shared print impact
Prepare for Shared Print – Promotional

- Informational websites for both internal and external
- Campus newspaper updates
- Mass campus email related to print management strategy
- Templates designed for liaisons, including discussion points
Prepare for Shared Print – Discussions

• Library staff forums
• Faculty governance discussions
• Department Visit
• Wisconsin Library Impact
• Campus open forums
Campus Open Forums

2014
• All campus faculty, staff and students invited
• Focused on rational, decisions, and processes

2015
• All campus faculty, staff and students invited
• Focused on project update
Final Thoughts

• Transparency through open and honest discussions, and common language
• Discuss with faculty and library staff
• Shared print future